Thanks to the generous donors who give to our 4-H Foundation Endowment, the Ohio 4-H Foundation Grants Program provides 4-H professionals with much needed support in building the capacity for positive youth development programming, and to train and recognize volunteers that are so essential to delivering those programs.

Listed below are some general guidelines to follow when submitting grants to the 4-H Foundation:

1. All grants are for the calendar year specified.
2. We prefer grant requests between $1,000 and $10,000.
3. Grants may only be requested by 4-H educators, we do not accept 4-H club grants.
4. It is recommended that the grantee show in-kind or cost share in the grant application budget. It can show in-kind donations; financial support from their county, committees; or partners in their local community.
5. Your application, a detailed budget and the letter of acceptance and agreement must all be submitted or the application will not be accepted.
6. Deadline extensions are rare, and should be requested to the Foundation Manager via email.
7. Impact Reports are due 60 days after the completion of the project.
8. Impact Reports provide a summary of the grant and what was accomplished. The report should tell: who, what, where, why and how of the project and provide details of the outcomes. Photos are highly encouraged. The amount spent on the grant that is reported on the Impact Report should agree with your e-report for your 291xxx fund. A copy of the E-report must be attached to this report.
9. If there are unused funds are in excess of 20%, they must be returned to the Foundation at the completion of the program.
10. Please call or email the 4-H Foundation with any questions you might have.